MV New Jersey out of service for fire pit

NORTH CAPE MAY—Officials with the Cape May-Lewes Ferry said Friday that they are under fire from the state for not providing a “suitable footprint” for a fire pit. The penalty, they said, could lead to a “suitable” or “unsuitable” ruling for the use of the fire pit, possibly leading to an increase in fees. The city of Cape May City is also planning to file a lawsuit against the state of New Jersey for the lack of a suitable footprint.

The state’s position is that the fire pit does not meet the standards set out by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP). The city, however, has received a “suitable” ruling from the NJDEP for the use of the fire pit, which is located near the Cape May City Marina.

According to Mayor Edward Mahaney, the city has been working with the state for several months to resolve the issue. Mahaney said that the city expects to receive a “suitable” or “unsuitable” ruling from the state within the next week.

The penalty for the use of an “unsuitable” fire pit is $300 per month, which could lead to a monthly fine of $300 per month for the use of the fire pit.
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